US Constitution
Preamble
NOSTREDAME: The preamble to the
new US Constitution is for the
benefit of understanding more the
Teachings on Adam and Eve that
you might accord Moses.

NOSTREDAME: We are not done with a final but this can be used for now.
Preamble to US Constitution—
The history of the US has been the corruption of greed in business in laissez
faire. The Federal Reserve is taking power and money directly from the US treasury
to loan out money for private banks, stealing money. The deficit spending by
legislatures illegal outside common law courts in justice continuing the method of
Franklin Roosevelt's in Congress and President to spend lavishly on capital projects,
lavishing money in military gifts to the barbarians, the giving away of Panama
readied for an enemy takeover, giving away Eastern Europe to bondage behind the
iron curtain after World War II by the President The government is not protecting the
land to have millions of illegal aliens to squat in owned US homes and businesses.
The President rationalizes by Thomas Jefferson tic-toc reason. Economic problems
for future generations such as the Medicare and Medicaid debacle where a back pain
is paid at over a thousand dollars replete with MRI scans and surgery. This is
corruption, also in the massive military spending where military men are employed to
watch the stock of heavy military machinery, corrupt in massive expenditures in
rebuilding engineering contracts in war--such spending to pocket money by the
President himself. The State and Defense Department putting soldiers under NATO
generals who were reincarnated Nazis seeking a revenge for their embarrassing
Nuremberg trials that soldiers were Korean deprogrammed, their brains syringed to
deaden to control soldiers, foreign prostitutes assigned to corrupt military, including
hard drugs by NATO and President. The President himself arranges the transference
of the nation to foreign governments by having open immigration or allowing for
illegal aliens in the millions, while he pockets ongoing social security payments and
pensions of seniors he organized Red China to have killed on US soil The Cabal has
likewise joined forces to utterly destroy the nation and to have it be slave working for
several nations already encamped in Washington DC to control government and
military in the thousands. This government must be hewn down as a grown tree and a
return to the roots of Christ lineage must be established now. The George
Washington Constitution was replaced by the Thomas Jefferson atheist one.
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Washington himself said that he would not have fought the American Revolution had
he known that the United States would be given over to the landlords pressuring a
Congress to amalgamate power and money as they had done in the corn laws in
England. He sadly lived out his years not seeing the United States that the Angel of
Liberty had led him at Valley Forge and elsewhere to found the nation, the promised
land of religious freedom protected by generals such as himself, he was assassinated.
Michel De Nostredame

GOVERNMENT ONGOING: The US history of the first 200 years, has been on to
the cult of idolatry of self (e.g. Adam Smith in selfish pursuit) that brought about the
golden calf culture (e.g. stock market). The US is the historical lineage after England
to carry the Christ standard. That standard is truth and holiness. To have what is a
free and lawful culture requires observance of a history of moral law from Moses,
moving through Jesus Christ, the work-ethic of Martin Luther. This historical stream
set aside by Thomas Jefferson in atheism, brought the black market culture, in foreign
idols (e.g. necromancy, television prostitutes, fair and reasonable interpretations
versus common law of England. In ongoing historical stream is the teachings. In
liberty and choice, you choose the service. (e.g. Martin Luther grace of Christ work or
Adam Smith business for profit.) The teachings of service in nationalism of Moses is
to teach obedience to holiness (e.g. as opposed to the obedience to adulterous
President, Cain Congress, opinion-without-remedy Supreme Court and United
Nations, laissez faire to consolidation of the wealth). The system of holiness as a
historical stream is ongoing to receive further divine revelation (e.g. second advent
teachings, automobile, home computing, internet). Sabbath is the day from danger to
a day of holiness. The altar is for alteration and sacrificing pettiness, inexactitude,
delusion. Holiness is a way to remove idolatrous elements (e.g. fertility cults of
witches, television prostitutes, killing cult of rich and warriors, prostitution of
politicians, adultery with foreigners, castrations, scalping, syringing to kill brains, war
deprogramming, hemp, lying.) Economic life in the lineage of teachings is of a
service in nationality, behind this ethic stood as a whole of the law of love in "You
shall love your neighbor as yourself" (Lev 19:18). The kingdom is onto a kingdom of
priests in spiritual ministrations to others. Any other historical stream is to repeat
missteps and misery.
MOSES: I wrote the Bible.* It is with this understanding that you live as a people in
righteousness and holiness that you might find the promised land that is the returned
Garden of Eden or the Golden Age. These laws of purity and righteousness in
corportacracy, marriage or common law courts change not in time. The history of the
US to become the nation overflowing with milk and honey was based on the law of
the Sabbath. Where a veering happened, it would result in the foreign nations to
divide the United States into colonial lots to worship foreign gods, a result in millions
crossing the borders and taking property for themselves.
There is no longer a possibility to return to the Thomas Jefferson atheism. It is
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a nation of those who can work toward balancing their backdirect to ascend into
heaven. It does require a kingdom of priests onto holiness and purity. And for the
historical stream of the highest as its presentation ethic.
MOSES
* Up to some prophets.
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